Have you ever walked into a church, and it seems as if there is sound rolling around the space that's been there for a long time? I created Kirchtraum, a hörspiel which I made for WDR, to create a sound dreamscape to create that kind of feeling. It uses the phases of a dream, going progressively further back into the past and becoming more chaotic with each phase. I used nightingales to punctuate the different phases of the dream, to differentiate between the dream and the environment. I'd never heard nightingales before I lived in Germany, so I used them, since you only hear them at night. I based the piece on a specific church, St. Georg in Köln. I mostly used sound that has actually occurred in the church, delving further into the past, until the time of the church's destruction during WWII, and then surfacing out of the dream into the present, rebuilt. The church also has presented some new music concerts, so I was able to use tapes from them: my own Ariel's Song, a piece by John Cage, and a couple by Anne Tardos and Jackson Mac Low. The piece begins with a sort of prelude, at the end of a service, with the congregation filing out and then the church being shut up.
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